
The Palestine Solidarity Committee Stuttgart, Germany, seeks your solidarity in making this:

Appeal for donations for the Palestinian
Medical Relief Society, Gaza, continues

With almost 23,000 civilians dead,  60,000 injured, and 70% of homes and infrastructure destroyed or

damaged, the inhabitants of the Gaza Strip are on the run and most of them are also threatened by 

famine: the basis for life in this small, extremely densely populated area have been destroyed by the 

Israeli army.

Aid organizations such as the Palestinian Medical Relief 

Society (PMRS - the partner organization of medico 

international) are working non-stop, especially providing 

first aid to the injured but also continuing to help the sick 

in general.

The support of such grassroots organizations on the ground is more 

important than ever. As we did during the corona pandemic, we at 

the Palestine Committee Stuttgart e. V. have launched a donation 

initiative in this extreme emergecy.

A first step was a very successful benefit concert on Saturday, January 6, 2024. The concert

Music for Gaza was a joint event with the Open Meeting against War and Militarization (OTKM) 

Stuttgart in cooperation with artists at the Lilo-Herrmann Haus Center in Stuttgart and Arab and 

Palestinian musicians.

With 250 visitors, the hall was filled to capacity and the enthusiasm for the musical and dance 

performances with their variety of styles was fantastic. The several thousand euros donated at the 

event and the strong response to the appeal, including from outside Stuttgart has encouraged us to 

continue collecting donations until February 1, 2024. So we will support the Palestinian grassroots 

medical organization PMRS by handing over an even larger sum to support their work.

All proceeds from the concert and all donations will go to the Palestinian Medical Relief Society.

PMRS is a Palestinian grassroots medical organization, recognised locally and internationally. It works

according to the principles of a democratic, socially just association without discrimination of any 

kind. Its aim is to build a strong civil society and a high-quality healthcare system to which everyone 

has equal access.

We ask you to support the Palestinians in the Gaza Strip so that they can build a better 

future without war and oppression

Please transfer your donation by January 31, 2024 at the latest.

Thank you for your support!
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Donation account:

Palaestinakomitee Stuttgart e. V.e

Keyword: 

Palestinian Medical Relief Society – Gaza

BW Bank

IBAN: DE70600501017005892278

BIC/SWIFT: SOLADEST600

Palestine Committee Stuttgart e. V. is a non-profit organization and can therefore issue donation 

receipts.

Attia Rajab for the Board of the Palestine Committee Stuttgart, Germany

Further information about the Palestinian Medical Relief Society: https://pmrs.ps

Palästinakomitee Stuttgart e.V.

palaestinakomitee-stuttgart.de 

de-de.facebook.com/PaKo.Stuttgart

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

V.i.S.d.P. Attia Rajab, Johannes-Krämerstr. 43, 70597 Stuttgart
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